Whitepaper Vol I

DISCLAIMER
This document is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell shares or securities in SHIVANSH
or any related or associated company with SHIVANSH. Any offer or
solicitation will be made only by means of a confidential offering memorandum and in full accordance with the terms and conditions of all
applicable securities and other laws existing at the moment.
“The highest good, then which there is no higher, is God, and consequently it is immutably good, hence truly eternal and truly immortal.”
— Saint Augustine,
Adapting this sentence to the current social, economic, political and
psychological realities of mankind and relating it to the actual technological field we would obtain: “The highest good, then which there is
no higher, is blockchain, and consequently it is an unchangeable good,
hence truly eternal and truly immortal.”
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SHIVANSH, ending the hunger!
Ending hunger is a very important for sustainable development and must be a top most priority for everyone on the
planet earth. A bold goal that comprehensively addresses
the multidimensional nature of food is improving access to
sufficient nutritious food to stabilizing food supplies.
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We have developed SHIVANSH to eradicate the hunger from the
world at the best possible condition.
Even as the world works to meet today’s pressing food and nutrition
security needs and build the capacity of countries, communities and
smallholder farmers to feed themselves and contribute to national,
regional and global supply, new challenges are emerging that threaten
and could even reverse recent gains.
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Many countries and communities are confronting all or many of these
challenges at once. And all too often, the burden falls hardest on the
hungry poor who have little access to safety nets or social protection
systems.
A bold goal to eradicate hunger, an obvious precondition to ensure
food and nutrition security, could build on past progress and focus the
global community on scaling up proven solutions to meet current and
emerging challenges
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It could include empowering and educating women who comprise
43 percent of the agricultural labor force in developing countries,
building rural skills, increasing investment in agriculture research,
development and extension -- particularly in climate-smart, sustainable agricultural intensification -- combating the double burden of
malnutrition, strengthening resilience and providing safety nets and
social protection.

How much income is needed to exit hunger?
According to research, “the basic premise is that people who are out
of extreme poverty are also free from hunger. Therefore, assuming
that the US$1.25/day PPP poverty line is a threshold for extreme
poverty, each person who has an income of at least US$1.25/ day is
also free from hunger.”
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Donations for zero hunger in a policy
and governance context
To produce maximum results, donations has to take place in a context
where the project is stable and giving outputs. In addition to public
goods, the public sector should ensure clear regulatory frameworks
and stable institutions that reward entrepreneurship, mitigate risks,
prevent and solve conflicts, create market opportunities and address
market asymmetries and failures.
“Hunger in a world of plenty is not just a moral outrage; it is also
short-sighted from the economic point of view”.
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There is an immense mountain that needs to be climbed in order
to achieve Zero Hunger by 2030, and that mountain has grown
far steeper in 2020. Even before the impact of COVID-19, global
progress on reducing hunger was far too slow to reach this goal.
To help the NGOs and INGOs SHIVANSH has taken a part in the
eradication of the hunger from the world.
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In multiple countries, hunger is now at even higher rates than it was in
2012, driven by conflict, poverty, inequality, poor health, and climate
change. At the end of last year nearly 690 million people were suffering
from chronic hunger, and 135 million people were experiencing crisis
levels, or worse, of acute food insecurity.

The 2020 GHI shows that based on their recent trajectories, 37
countries appear unlikely to achieve even low hunger status by 2030.
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Key Messages from UN
GLOBAL, REGIONAL, AND NATIONAL TRENDS
• “Far too many individuals are suffering from hunger and under-nutrition: nearly 690 million people are undernourished; 144 million
children suffer from stunting, a sign of chronic under-nutrition; 47
million children suffer from wasting, a sign of acute under-nutrition;
and in 2018, 5.3 million children died before their fifth birthdays, in
many cases as a result of under-nutrition.
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• Worldwide hunger is at a moderate level, according to the 2020
Global Hunger Index. Underlying this average are major challenges
in particular regions, countries, and communities.
• Africa South of the Sahara and South Asia have the highest hunger
and undernutrition levels among world regions.
• According to UN, 3 countries have alarming levels of hunger—Chad,
Timor-Leste, and Madagascar. Hunger is also considered to be alarming in 8 countries—Burundi, Central African Republic, Comoros,
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Somalia, South Sudan, Syria, and
Yemen—based on provisional categorizations.
• The world is not on track to achieve the second Sustainable Development Goal—known as Zero Hunger for short—by 2030. At the current
pace, approximately 37 countries will fail even to reach low hunger, as
defined by the GHI Severity Scale, by 2030.
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• Additional countries for which data were insufficient to calculate
2030 projections may also fall short of this goal. Furthermore, these
projections do not account for the impacts of the COVID19 pandemic, which may worsen hunger and undernutrition in the near
term and affect countries’ trajectories into the future.
• Within their borders, countries show wide disparities in a range of
different indicators of hunger and along several lines such as wealth,
location, ethnicity, and sex.”
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The creation of SHIVANSH is done by the crypto enthusiastic who
wants to see the world growing and glowing happily. A planet where
no one is hungry.
The eradication of hunger and sorrow is the initial goal of SHIVANSH
and its community.
We the people of this beautiful planet has to give back to its people
where everyone of us is having enough that we can sleep with content
at night.
We will work until our hearts are younger, and there is more hunger

The fight against is hunger is not about one night, it is for
every life.
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By donating cryptocurrency, you can make an important difference for
hungry ones.
Join Team SHIVASNH by donating.
Please note that donations made through us support the entire mission
and will not be designated to a specific campaign or location. Your gift
will be used where it is needed most.
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Token Name : Shivansh
Symbol : $Shivansh
Total Supply : 1,000,000,000,000,000
Burn: 50% Initial Burned
Decimal : 9
TX Fee 10%
4% Auto Liquidity
3% Rewards To Holders
3% Charity & Marketing Wallet
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SHIVANSH will be giving you ways to earn more in which you can trade
and earn more, hold and earn more. Holders will be getting 3% at every
transaction executed.

SHIVANSH PAY
SHIVANSH developers have also studied the number of problems faced
by the community and have given solutions to the community in the
results.
There are number of major aspects to the problem being solved. These
are listed below:
• Slow cross border payments
• Costly supply chain management
• Vulnerability to the physical currency and theft
These challenges are often underestimated, including in other major
financial issues too. SHIVANSH, has been developed by like-minded
people for general masses which is determined to solve number of major financial issues discussed below.
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Slow cross border payments: SHIVANSH helps simplify the entire process of
cross border payments by cutting out all distributers and extensive dealings. Thus
the burden of unnecessary time delays.
Costly supply chain management: SHIVANSH is dogged towards the transparency in data sharing which makes sure that one and all are on the same page.
Vulnerability to the physical currency and theft: SHIVANSH is based transparent nature of block-chain. Which makes it an authentic and valuable asset which
everyone can access through secure means. Furthermore, SHIVANSH offers solid
security as no one can steal your data or coins.
SHIVANSH WALLET: By enhancing the user friendly system of SHIVANSH,
in the initial phase users will be having their own customized wallets to send or
receive SHIVANSH Tokens which will be secured by high class security.
SHIVANSH PAY: To carter the crypto needs, SHIVANSH will be launching highly automated SHIVANSH PAY in the second phase through which users will be
able to pay or get paid around the globe with SHIVANSH premium support 24/7.
SHIVASNH is going to change the precedent of crypto trading and bringing good to the world through crypto. Let’s join hands towards a happy world.
NOTE: SHIVANSH soon will be launching a VOL II whitepaper with the updates
future perspective of the project.
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Roadmap
PHASE 1:
• Establishment of our Corporate Social Responsibility.
• Establishment of our commitment to support key organizations.
• Launch of initial website and social channels.
• Creation of overarching marketing strategy.
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PHASE 2:
• Release of our official whitepaper.
• Donations begin, powered by our cryptocurrency.
• Listing on CoinMarketCap.
• Listing on CoinGecko.
• Re-branding of website and socials.
• Crowdfunding for listing in major exchanges.

PHASE 3:
• Listing on CEX with tokenomics support.
• Partnership formed with personnel at key charities.
• Onboarding consultancies and strategic partners with wide networks.
• New Website & Merch store Launch.
• Establishment of SHIVANSH WALLET.
• Establishment of SHIVANSH PAY.
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Contact us
Telegram : https://t.me/ShivanshChat
Twitter : https://twitter.com/shivansh_io
Instagram : https://instagram.com/shivansh.io
Medium : https://medium.com/@Shivansh.io
Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/Shivansh.io/
Github : https://github.com/Shivanshio
Reddit : https://www.reddit.com/r/Shivansh
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/
shivansh-foundation
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Token Information
BscScan:
https://bscscan.com/token/0x0b5cdc3cc9b019da5c11ea073d3cc045f3b59116

Chart:
https://poocoin.app/tokens/0x0b5cdc3cc9b019da5c11ea073d3cc045f3b59116
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